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ABSTRACT

1.

Web platforms enable unprecedented breadth and speed in transmission of knowledge, and allow users to communicate and shape
opinions. However, the safety, usability and reliability of these
platforms are compromised by the prevalence of online antisocial
behavior, for e.g., 40% of users have experienced online harassment [3]. Antisocial behavior is present in the form of antisocial
users, such as trolls, sockpuppets and vandals, and misinformation,
such as hoaxes, rumors and fraudulent reviews [37]. This tutorial
presents the state-of-the-art research spanning two aspects of antisocial behavior: characterization of their behavioral properties, and
development of algorithms for identifying and predicting them.
The tutorial first discusses antisocial users — trolls, sockpuppets
and vandals. We present the causes, community effects, and linguistic, social and temporal characteristics of trolls. Then we discuss the types of sockpuppets, i.e. multiple accounts of the same
user, and their behavioral characteristics in Wikipedia and online
discussion forums. Vandals make destructive edits on Wikipedia
and we discuss the properties of vandals and vandalism edits. In
each case, detection and prediction algorithms of the antisocial user
are also discussed.
The second part of the tutorial discusses misinformation — hoaxes,
rumors and fraudulent reviews. We present the characteristics and
impact of hoaxes on Wikipedia, followed by the spread and evolution of rumors on social media. Then, we discuss the algorithms to
identify fake reviews and reviewers from their characteristics, and
the camouflage and coordination among sophisticated fraudsters.
Again, in each case, we present the detection algorithms, using textual, temporal, sentiment, network structure and rating patterns. Finally, the tutorial concludes with future research avenues.

The web is a space for all, where everybody can read, publish
and share information. The interconnectedness of the web enables
dissemination of information, ideas and opinions to a large audience at an unprecedented speed, which has had revolutionary effects on the lives of billions of people. While benign users try to
keep the web safe and usable, online antisocial behavior threatens
the usability and safety of web platforms [44, 52]. This exists in the
form of antisocial users (e.g., trolls [11, 53], sockpuppets [21, 59]
and vandals [22]) and misinformation (e.g., rumors and hoaxes [9,
44, 49], and fake reviews [45]). Their extent is widespread, for instance, 40% of web users have experienced online harassment [3],
8–10% social network accounts are fake [2, 32], and roughly 16%
Yelp reviews are fake [42]. Dissociative anonymity in online interactions further encourages antisocial behavior [58]. The effect of
antisocial behavior on people’s lives have been detrimental, ranging from experiencing distress [6], offline harassment [60] and in
some cases, has even led to fatalities [26]. Therefore, it is primarily
essential to maintain the quality and safety of web platforms.
Antisocial users are present on the web in several forms, such
as trolls, vandals, and sockpuppets. Trolls are antisocial users that
harass others [48]. They misbehave when participating in online
discussions, make irrelevant posts and are more abusive [15]. As
a result, they are treated more harshly by the community, by being
reported and banned more often [15]. Trolling behavior is also affected by both the users’ mood and discussion context [13]. Another type of antisocial users are sockpuppets, i.e., multiple accounts operated by the same user. These accounts are often benign, for instance, to diversify interests and keep separate accounts
for separate activities [23]. But quite frequently, they are used to
deceive and manipulate others [24], as in case of online discussions [33], Wikipedia [54] and social networks [21]. Deceptive
sockpuppets tend to be collusive and behave similar to each other,
i.e. they are mostly active during similar times and write similarly [33, 54, 10]. The third type of antisocial users we study are
vandals, which are users who make destructive edits, prominently
on collaborative spaces such as Wikipedia [5, 36], WikiMapia [7]
and OpenStreetMaps [47]. Vandals tend to be faster in editing,
get involved in arguments and make incoherent edits [36]. Similarly, vandalism edits are shorter, have lower quality and are reverted more often [5, 4].
Antisocial behavior also manifests in the form of misinformation, such as rumors, hoaxes, and fake reviews. Rumors and hoaxes
are forms of false information purposely created to masquerade as
truth. Their occurrence tends to increase around popular and widely
covered events, such as hurricanes [25] and plane crashes [61].
They are bursty in nature [16], spread quickly across social networks [18], and evolve over time [20]. Wikipedia hoaxes tend
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INTRODUCTION

to be less related to other articles and have less supporting references [38]. Another type of misinformation is fraudulent review
that is given to artificially boost or reduce ratings of products on ecommerce platforms [42, 43]. Such reviews substantially increase
the profits of targeted services (e.g. products, hotels, restaurants,
etc.) [55, 41]. These reviews are given in a short period of time [34,
46, 27], have extreme scores [46], and are shorter in length [45, 51].
Several computational approaches have been developed to predict antisocial behavior (see Section 2 for details). In general, any
antisocial behavior prediction algorithm should satisfy two basic
criteria: (i) it needs to be highly accurate, i.e., it should not predict
benign users as antisocial, and vice-versa; and (ii) it needs to reasonably predict the antisocial activity as soon as possible, so that
harm is pre-emptively avoided.
However, there are several challenges that lie in understanding
and predicting antisocial behavior [57]. Antisocial activities forms
only a small part of all activities, leading to information imbalance. Often limited ground-truth data is available about antisocial
behavior. Additionally, antisocial entities camouflage themselves
to masquerade as benign entities. Finally, antisocial behavior is
ever-evolving, and dynamically adaptive to any predictive system.
This tutorial will cover two important aspects of online antisocial
behavior: provide better understanding of their characteristics, and
discuss the state-of-the-art algorithms to identify and predict them.

2.

(a) Trolls
i. Causes of trolling [13]
ii. Behavioral characteristics of trolls [15]
iii. Effects of the community on behavior of trolls [15,
14]
iv. Detecting and predicting trolls: linguistic, temporal and network structure [15, 35, 39]
(b) Sockpuppets
i. Types of sockpuppets: deceptive vs non-deceptive,
supportive vs dissenting [33]
ii. Behavioral characteristics of sockpuppets on social platforms and Wikipedia: linguistic [33, 62],
social [63], sentiment [10]
iii. Detecting sockpuppets [33, 10, 62, 63]
(c) Vandals
i. Behavioral characteristics of vandals: temporal and
activity [36]
ii. Properties of vandalism: textual and temporal [5]
iii. Detection and prediction of vandals and vandalism [5, 36, 1]
(d) Brief discussion of other antisocial users - cyberbullies [29], bots [17, 19, 56], fake accounts [12, 45], spammers [45, 30, 40]

OUTLINE

In the first part of the tutorial, we focus on antisocial users. We
start our discussion with the causes of trolling, and their textual,
social, and temporal characteristics. We further discuss the effect
of community on trolling behavior. Then we describe algorithms to
identify and predict trolls from non-trolls. Moving on to the topic
of sockpuppets, we illustrate the different types of sockpuppetry —
deceptive vs non-deceptive, supportive vs dissenting — and their
linguistic, activity, and temporal properties. We then explain the
algorithms to identify sockpuppets in web discussion forums and
social networks. Finally, we present the properties of vandals and
vandalism edits, and then explain the algorithms to detect them.
In the next part of the tutorial, we focus on online antisocial behavior in the form of misinformation. First, we explore the spread
and evolution of rumors in social networks, the impact and textual characteristics of hoaxes and the users who create them. Then
we outline algorithms to identify hoaxes and rumors from genuine
information. Next, we specify several properties of fraudulent reviews — textual, temporal, rating, and social characteristics. We
further discuss coordination and camouflage of fake reviews and
reviewers. Lastly, we present the state-of-the-art algorithms to detect them.
We conclude the tutorial with the future research directions and
unsolved challenges.
An outline of the tutorial is given below:

3. Misinformation on the Web
(a) Hoaxes and Rumors
i. Characteristics and impact of hoaxes in Wikipedia [38]
ii. Spread of rumors: patterns, dynamics and evolution [20]
iii. Detecting hoaxes and rumors with network structure, temporal, linguistic and activity properties [20,
38, 50]
(b) Fraudulent reviews
i. Characteristics of fraudulent reviews: temporal [34],
ratings network [34, 27], sentiment [42] and linguistic [46]
ii. Camouflage and coordination in fraudulent reviews [8,
31, 28]
iii. Detection of fraudulent reviewers and reviews [34,
27, 42, 46]
(c) Conclusion and Open Research Avenues

3.

AUDIENCE AND PREREQUISITES

(b) Requirements of antisocial behavior detection system:
high accuracy, early prediction.

This tutorial targets academic, industry and government researchers
and practitioners with interests in social network anomaly detection, user behavior modeling, graph mining, cybersecurity, and community policy design. Beginners in the area will learn the basics of
these algorithms. Experts in the area will learn in-depth algorithms
and case-studies to detect online antisocial behavior that are both
platform-specific techniques and platform-independent. This tutorial should appeal to researchers of several disciplines.
There are no prerequisites for attending the tutorial. We cover
basics as well as advanced techniques.

(c) Challenges: unbalanced data, lack of ground truth, dynamically evolving behavior.

4.

1. Introduction
(a) Definitions of antisocial behavior. Overview of antisocial behavior on the web - trolls, sockpuppets, vandals, hoaxes, fraudulent reviews, cyberbullies, bots, and
spammers.

TUTORIAL MATERIAL

The tutorial slides, links to relevant papers, datasets and codes
are available at http://snap.stanford.edu/www2017tutorial/.

2. Antisocial Users on the Web
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